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BLOCK WATCH NEWSLETTER
AUGUST 2014
School days are approaching! The first day of school for Jefferson County is Wednesday August 13. This is our
annual reminder to parents and neighbors to be on the lookout for strangers or suspicious activity in the neighborhoods.
If a child rides the bus, keep an eye on the bus stop. If you cannot see the bus stop from where you live, become
familiar with someone close to the stop who also have children, or any activity you would think is suspicious.
CALL THE POLICE IMMEDIATELY. Be sure that you or one of your neighbors can meet the bus in the afternoons. If a child does not show up, precious time can be saved in determining why they did not arrive (missed
bus, got off at another friend’s stop or possibly abducted.)
If a child walks or rides their bike to school, be sure they go in groups of two or more. If they will have to travel
by themselves, it would be best if an adult could accompany them. Consider getting to know other parents
along a child’s route to school and have them watch out for your children going to and from school. Make sure
they have a phone number(s) where you can be reached if problems arise. Don’t let them go alone. Call the
police on any suspicious activity.
Parents who carpool with other children, be sure if you have taken a child to school in the morning and they
are not present in the afternoon, that you contact the child’s parents immediately, don’t wait to get home. Make
a list of each child’s parent (s) and have a home phone number, a business phone or any miscellaneous phone
number where the parent can be reached. Each carpool parent should have this list. Report any irregularities to
the police.
Remember, it only takes a second for a child to disappear. BE PREPARED . Don’t have the attitude “It can’t
happen to my child.”
REMEMBER: There is major construction on Galene Drive
CALL THE POLICE - 267-0503
GET INVOLVED by watching your neighbor’s house.
BE GOOD EYES for the police department.
Tom Dillard
Police Chaplain/Community Liaison/Crime Prevention
Our website is: www.jeffersontownky.gov
FIRST NATIONALLY & STATE ACCREDITED LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY IN KENTUCKY
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Areas of Concern
Loch Lea Lane
Grand Avenue
Haeringdon Court
Ferrer Way
Marse Henry
Jo Court
Lacarem Drive
Bentwood Way
Timberoak Drive
Bracken Branch Court
Pollitt Court
Gleeson Lane
Pennyroyal Way
Calais Drive

Theft from Auto
Theft from Apartment
Theft from Unlocked Auto
Theft from Unlocked Auto
Theft from Unlocked Auto
Criminal Mischief
Criminal Mischief
Theft from Auto
Criminal Mischief to Auto
Criminal Mischief to Auto
Criminal Mischief to Auto
Theft from Auto
Theft from Auto
Theft of Outdoor Furniture

